
Questioning In The Classroom
Purpose
Improvements in the student achievement.

Improvements in student retention.

Increases in the number of higher cognitive responses generated by students.

Increases in the length of student responses.

Increases in the number of unsolicited responses.

Decreases in students' failure to respond.

Increases in the amount and quality of evidence students offer to support their inferences.



Some techniques I have used when using ‘no hands’ policy :

Fruit machine program where you can input names, save it and play it to 
choose pupils at random.

Write names on lollipop sticks and pull out at random to 

answer.

Lottery time: write numbers on balls or counters that tally 

to register or seating position and re- use with every class.

Issue a playing card to each pupil and draw cards from a 

duplicate pack



Observation feedback:

I am going to try various questioning  techniques with my middle ability 
mixed year 7s.
One method I want to focus on is ‘wait time.’

‘Try to include challenge questions so that the higher ability, in the main tasks are 
challenged and pushed. This will then prevent you from having tasks that require 
you to ‘write down what you have missed’ 

‘Experiment with questioning. Think about questions that follow on questions, 
how you can ‘drip feed’ them small pieces to prompt them without giving too 
much away as well as pushing the higher ability with more conceptual /higher 
questions that relate to the themes/texts: for example can we think of any modern 
day characters like Shylock – how are they like him, how are they different? Do not 
be scared to take your time with questioning. It is a valuable tool and lessons are 
adaptable!’
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Wait Time: Slowing Down May Be A Way of Speeding Up! 

The wait time concept has become a significant dimension in the research on 

teaching. When teachers ask students questions, they typically wait less than 

one second for a student response. Further, after a student stops speaking, 

teachers react or respond with another question in less than one second. 
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The importance of “Wait Time”

When teachers prolong their wait time between these exchanges to pauses of

three seconds or longer, a number of effects are achieved including the

following:

•Teacher discipline moves decrease

Pupils give extended answers;

More pupils are likely to offer and answer;

The number of “I don’t know” responses decreases;

The responses that are given are more creative and thoughtful;

 The frequency of questions raised by pupils increases;

The frequency of responses from less able pupils increase;

http://www.animfactory.com/cgi-bin/prem20.pl?page=time/clocks/info_page_pocket_watch.txt&session=96CC08B301E2535F

